
Counterinsurgency

Counterinsurgency has staked its claim in the new century as the new
American way of war. Yet, the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have revived a
historical debate about the costs – monetary, political, and moral – of oper-
ations designed to eliminate insurgents and build nations. Today’s counter-
insurgency proponents point to “small wars” past to support their view that
the enemy is “biddable” if the correct tactical formulae are applied. Douglas
Porch’s sweeping history of counterinsurgency campaigns carried out by the
three “providential nations” of France, Britain, and the United States, ranging
from nineteenth-century colonial conquests to General Petraeus’ “surge” in
Iraq, challenges the contemporary mythologizing of counterinsurgency as a
humane way of war. The reality, he reveals, is that “hearts and minds” has
never been a recipe for lasting stability and that past counterinsurgency
campaigns have succeeded not through state-building but by shattering and
dividing societies while unsettling civil-military relations.

Douglas Porch is Distinguished Professor of National Security Affairs at the
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. A specialist in military
history, he advises on security issues all over the world. His most recent
book, The Path to Victory: The Mediterranean Theater in World War II,
received the Award for Excellence in US Army Historical Writing from the
Army Historical Foundation.
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

This book was conceived in the classrooms of the Naval
Postgraduate School where I teach company and field grade US and
international officers. Some of them have returned from Iraq and
Afghanistan in recent years not only unsettled by their experiences in
those countries, but also persuaded that the hearts and minds counter-
insurgency doctrines they were dispatched to apply from 2007 were
idealistic, when not naïve, impracticable, unworkable, and perhaps
institutionally fraudulent. In short, they had been sent on a murderous
errand equippedwith a counterfeit doctrine that became the rage in 2007
following the publication of FM 3–24: Counterinsurgency as prologue to
the surge commanded byGeneral David Petraeus in Iraq. This was surely
the case of US Air Force Major John Loftis, a former Peace Corps
volunteer, sterling student, and a gentle, smiling man who fell victim to
green-on-blue violence in Afghanistan in February 2012.

In 2010, Professor Jan Hoffenaar, President of the Netherlands
Commission of Military History, invited me to address their 35th
Congress at Amsterdam on the theme of counterinsurgency. My argu-
ment continues to be that what has long been called small war in its
various reiterations as imperial policing or COIN (counterinsurgency
operations) does not constitute a specialized category of warfare. Rather,
it consists of the application of petty war tactics that its advocates since
the 1840s have puffed as infallible prescriptions for effortless conquest,
nation-building, and national grandeur. Small wars enthusiasts basically
reject the Clausewitzian character of war in favor of a Jominian tactical
and operational approach, in large part to evade democratic civilian
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control. Claims in doctrine for success in small wars, at least at a
reasonable strategic, financial, and moral cost, have relied on mytholo-
gized versions of the past too often supported by shoddy research and
flawed, selective analysis of cases. History cooked as COIN folklore can
lead to people getting killed because it fails to convey that each insur-
gency is a contingent event in which doctrine, operations, and tactics
must support a viable policy and strategy, not the other way around.

Although this message contradicted the official COIN optimism
generated by neo-conservative “end of history” hubris combined with
the triumphalism of the “surge” celebrated in Thomas Ricks’ 2009

Pulitzer Prize hagiography of Petraeus,1 the Amsterdam talk was far
better received than I anticipated. My colleague Thomas Young was
kind enough to publish my article which laid out these themes in more
detail in Small Wars and Insurgencies.2 Donald Abenheim encouraged
me to expandmy arguments into a short book, whichMichaelWatson at
Cambridge University Press was persuaded to contract based on a brief
prospectus. My plan was to chronicle with concision the parallel small
wars experiences of the three providential democratic nations – Britain,
France, and the United States – to illustrate against the assertions of Niall
Ferguson and others that non-Western societies were seldom receptive to
Western values and mores, especially when they were proselytized at the
end of a bayonet. The result was that counterinsurgency methods sup-
posedly calculated to win the hearts and minds of foreign folk invariably
relied on coercion rather than persuasion. My motivation in the present
work remains to create a historical record so that, in fifteen or twenty-five
years’ time, revisionists in the style of the “better war” school of the
Vietnam conflict, tempted to conjure up a stab-in-the-back explanation
for failure in Iraq and Afghanistan, will at least have to contend with a
formulated, relatively comprehensive counter-argument, rather than
wait for damage to reach disturbing proportions, failure to become
evident, and critics to assemble to begin the laborious, painful, humiliat-
ing, and divisive process of disengagement. Those who advocate future
imperial adventures in the manner of the GeorgeW. Bush wars of the last
decade should have to face the fact that they seldom achieve their goals at
an acceptable price. Finally, this cautionary volume might help to avert
much misery, and save lives and resources in future.

This book would not have seen the light of day without the
assistance of many people. Donald Abenheim has been a source both
of inspiration and ideas, and kept me focused on the task. Another of my
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colleagues, Carolyn Halladay, generously helped to tighten the argu-
ments and organization of the earliest version of the manuscript. John
Lynnmademany helpful comments on the proposal, as didDavid French
who read the manuscript, suggested other sources, and allowed me to
consult the proofs of his The British Way in Counter-insurgency, 1945–
1967. William Fuller graciously allowed me access to the manuscript
chapter on the Troubles in his forthcoming book on terrorism. Harold
Trinkunas and Thomas Bruneau helped to shape the chapter on Latin
America, Philip Williams that on the surge, and John Bew and Huw
Bennett kindly savedme from errors of fact and interpretation in the case
of Northern Ireland. Obviously, the opinions and interpretations remain
my own and do not reflect those of the Department of the Navy or the
Department of Defense. Throughout, Gian Gentile has been a kindred
spirit, a voice simultaneously of reason and passion, and a model of
professional integrity. I am also grateful to Michael Watson, Chloe
Howell, and the editorial staff at Cambridge University Press who have
been professional and supportive. Finally, it remains for me to thank my
wife, Françoise, as ever for her love and support.

Douglas Porch
Monterey, California
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